Post - Safety Supervisor - II
(Phase - I)
Sr. No.
1
2
3

Caste Category - Open General
Candidate Name
Gender
NITIN NAMADEV PATIL
Male
ADIT RAVINDRA CHAUDHARI
Male
SHUBHAM SAGUNATH PANASKAR
Male

Waiting List
Waiting - 01
Waiting - 02
Waiting - 03

Sr. No.
1
2
3

Caste Category - SC General
Candidate Name
Gender
PRAVIN UTTAMRAO MANE
Male
SUDARSHAN SUDHIR SUKHADEVE
Male
NITIN LAXMAN KADAM
Male

Waiting List
Waiting - 01
Waiting - 02
Waiting - 03

Sr. No.
1
2
3

Caste Category - OBC General
Candidate Name
Gender
ATUL BHAGWAN PATIL
Male
PRITAM MAROTI MANKAR
Male
GUNAVANT NARAYAN SONAWANE
Male

Waiting List
Waiting - 01
Waiting - 02
Waiting - 03

Foot Note :
1. The candidature of a person in waiting list is provisional, subject to verification of documents, such as educational
qualification, caste certificate, domicile certificate, non-creamy layer certificate and other relevant documents.
Those candidates who will not fulfil the criteria as per the notification of recruitment of respective posts or not able
to produce the documents in support of their claim their candidature will be rejected.
2. Documents for the candidates selected against the horizontally reserved vacancies will be subject to verification
by the concerned competent authorities.
3. Selected candidates shall be called as per the reservation roster point and in the order of merit, for document
verification and subsequent process as per the progress of the project and actual need in a phased manner.
4. The waiting list will be operational for one year from the date of declaration of selection list i.e. from 15th
September 2020 or new advertisement/notification of vacancies whichever is earlier.
5. If vacancies occurred in Open category, same will be filled through meritorious candidates irrespective their caste
category and if vacancies occurred in other vertical social categories, the candidates belong to respective social
vertical categories will occupy the seat. As such, in the waiting list, name of candidate of reserved category will
appear in Open Category list and Reserved Category list simultaneously to avail earlier opportunity to get selected if
vacancies arise.
6. The waiting list will be operated only when vacancies arise in due course of time due to resignations, candidates
not joined, candidates failed in medical examination etc. However, it is discretion of the company not to operate
waiting list despite vacancies available depending upon the circumstances such as business conditions, Government
norms or company’s decision to go for fresh advertisement/notification in this regard.

